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ABSTRACT
A method of co-expressing a portion of the VSV G protein gene or a truncated "stem" portion with GP64 and a retrovirus increases the titers of retroviral vectors. A truncated VSV G protein, preferably comprised of a small segment from the C-terminal portion of the ectodomain plus the transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic tail (CTD) domains of VSV G, co-expressed with retroviral vectors, enhances the production titers of the retroviral vectors. A preferred embodiment uses a VSV G construct that includes an N-terminal e-Myc epitope plus 42 amino acids from the C-terminal portion of the ectodomain, 20 amino acids from the predicted TM domain, and 29 amino acids from the predicted CTD of the VSV G protein.
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Figure 1  Construction of GP64 knockout viruses carrying the “stem” region of the VSV G protein, and G-Stem Fusions

A  Knockout of gp64 in AcMNPV

B  Insertion of the VSV-G “Stem” construct in the polyhedrin locus of gp64null AcMNPV
Figure 2

Virion Production by GP64null (vAc64+) Viruses in the Presence of G-Stem
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A. cMyc Tagged Truncated GP64 Constructs

B. Co-infection with vAc/G-Stem

C. Co-infection with vAc/G-Stem

D. cMyc Tagged Truncated GP64 Constructs
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**G** Rescue of BV Budding from gp64null AcMNPV with G-stem and Display of Heterologous Proteins on BV
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Figure 7

Strategies for Heterologous Protein Display on gp64null virions in the Presence of G-Stem

Baculovirus genomes with a deleted gp64 gene can be propagated as infectious viruses, using cell line Sf9-Op1D, which expresses the OpMNPV GP64 protein.
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BACULOVIRUSES WITH ENHANCED VIRION PRODUCTION AND A METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF BACULOVIRUSES
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The invention pertains to the field of virion production. More specifically, the invention pertains to methods for increasing the titer of retroviral vectors.

2. Description of Related Art

Viruses are very efficient at infecting cells and causing them to produce new viral particles. Highly infective viral vectors can be designed that cause the cells to manufacture a desired product. Retroviruses, a family of viruses, are especially efficient at this. Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (VSV), a rhabdovirus, utilizes its envelope glycoprotein (G protein) for viral entry and viral particle production. Autographa californica multicapsid nucleopolyhedrovirus (AcMNPV) is a well-studied insect baculovirus that promiscuously infects a variety of human and animal cells. AcMNPV requires its envelope glycoprotein, GP64, for viral entry and efficient viral particle production.

Baculoviruses are large double stranded DNA viruses that have been studied as agents for biological control of insect pests, as expression vectors for high level production of heterologous proteins, and as transduction vectors and potential agents for human gene therapy. The latter applications derive from the observation that baculovirus virions can efficiently enter a variety of human and other animal cell types and deliver the baculovirus DNA genome to the nucleus of the cell. Viral entry is relatively efficient and promiscuous, permitting entry into many different cell types that are not permissive for viral replication. Expression of foreign proteins in heterologous (non-permissive) cells is achieved by engineering the coding sequence of a foreign gene under a promoter that is active in the target cell type. For example, protein expression in human cells is achieved by placing the coding region of the foreign gene under the control of a promoter that is active in human cells, e.g. a human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) early promoter. Attempts to expand the range of cells that are promiscuously entered by baculovirus Autographa californica multicapsid nucleopolyhedrovirus (AcMNPV) virions include studies in which the human Vesicular Stomatitis Virus envelope glycoprotein known as G (VSV G) was expressed in addition to the baculovirus envelope protein GP64. For many applications in gene therapy however, targeted entry of the baculovirus virion into specific cell types would be highly desirable in order to either positively modify or negatively affect the growth and/or survival of the target cell type. For example, cells infected with viruses such as HIV might be targeted for destruction or death. Alternatively, genetic defects might be corrected by expression of a protein in specific cell types. Thus, the ability to target baculovirus virion entry to specific cell types would be of great value as a biotechnological tool in medicine or gene therapy. However, because of the promiscuity of AcMNPV entry into heterologous cells, targeted entry is not currently possible with native virions.

AcMNPV is the baculovirus studied most extensively for gene therapy applications. AcMNPV requires the major envelope glycoprotein known as GP64 for virion production and viral entry. In the absence of GP64, baculovirus virion production is severely reduced and the virions that are produced are not infectious. Thus, GP64 is critical for the efficient production of virions and for the ability of those virions to enter host cells. Similarly, other baculoviruses such as Laemmli NPV, SeMNPV, or HaNPV require the so-called F envelope protein for entry. Studies have shown that virions of the baculovirus AcMNPV can be pseudotyped—that is, the GP64 protein can be replaced with the envelope protein from another virus. AcMNPV viruses lacking GP64 (gp64null) that express the human Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G (VSV G) protein are capable of producing infectious virions. However, the expression of VSV G protein is known to be highly promiscuous. Thus, VSV G does not provide specificity in cell targeting. Studies pseudotyping AcMNPV with F envelope proteins from other baculoviruses showed that but not all baculovirus F proteins could substitute for GP64. In addition, studies of baculovirus F proteins in pseudotyped retroviruses indicate that they may not be useful in gene therapy applications as they did not mediate efficient entry into mammalian (mouse) cells.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention includes methods for increasing the titer of retroviral vectors. A truncated VSV G protein, preferably comprised of a small segment from the C-terminal portion of the ectodomain plus the transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic tail (CTD) domains of VSV G, co-expressed with retroviral vectors, enhances the production titer of the retroviral vectors. A preferred embodiment uses a VSV G construct that includes an N-terminal c-Myc epitope plus 42
amino acids from the C-terminal portion of the ectodomain, 20 amino acids from the predicted TM domain, and 29 amino acids from the predicted CTD of the VSV G protein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application published with color drawings will be provided by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

FIG. 1A shows a strategy for generation of a gp64-null AcMNPV bacmid by homologous recombination in E. coli.
FIG. 1B shows a strategy for insertion of a VSV G-stem construct into the polyhedrin locus of the gp64null AcMNPV bacmid.

FIG. 2 shows a strategy for rescuing virion production by gp64null baculovirus infected cells under several conditions.
FIG. 3A shows a Western blot of purified virions challenged with an anti-cMyc antibody, and demonstrating rescue of virion production by G-stem expression.
FIG. 3B shows a Western blot of purified virions as in FIG. 3A challenged with an anti-cMyc antibody and an anti-VP39 antibody.
FIG. 3C shows the blot from FIGS. 3A and 3B (which contains [35S]-met labeled purified virions) imaged on a Phosphorlager™ screen.
FIG. 3D shows a Western blot of purified virions challenged with an anti-VSV-G antibody.
FIG. 3E shows a Western blot of purified virions challenged with an anti-VSV-G antibody and an anti-VP39 antibody.
FIG. 4A shows a quantitative comparison of progeny budded virion (BV) production from S99 cells infected with several baculovirus constructs (vAcGP64/Acgp64, vAcGP64, and vAcG-Stem).
FIG. 4B shows quantitative comparisons of the VP39 protein band as an indicator of budded virus production from various preparations as shown in FIG. 4A.
FIG. 5A shows a strategy for insertion of VSV G-Stem fusion protein gene constructs into the polyhedrin locus of a gp64null AcMNPV bacmid.
FIG. 5B shows representative G-stem fusion constructs and Western blot analyses of products from gp64null baculoviruses expressing each.
FIG. 5C shows fluorescence micrographs of cells infected with an EGFP-G-Stem construct.
FIG. 6A shows a strategy for constructing a series of cMyc tagged GP64 constructs that are truncated at the N-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain.
FIG. 6B shows Western blot analysis of cell extracts from cells infected with gp64null viruses expressing the GP64 constructs shown in FIG. 6A (left panel) or co-infected with the viruses expressing the constructs from FIG. 6A and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (right panel).
FIG. 6C shows Western blot analysis of purified budded virions from cells infected with viruses expressing the GP64 constructs shown in FIG. 6A (left panel) or co-infected with the viruses expressing the constructs from FIG. 6A and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (right panel).
FIG. 6D shows the strategy for constructing a series of cMyc tagged truncated GP64 constructs. A series of constructs containing the GP64 "stem" domain and various portions of the GP64 ectodomain were generated.
FIG. 6E shows Western blot analysis of cell extracts from cells infected with viruses expressing the G-stem construct or the GP64-stem fusions alone (left panel) or co-infections of viruses expressing the GP64-stem fusions and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (right panel).
FIG. 6F shows Western blot analysis of purified budded virions (BV) from cells infected with viruses expressing GP64-stem fusions (left panel) or co-infected with viruses expressing the GP64-stem fusions and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (right panel).
FIG. 6G shows a diagrammatic representation of strategies used for infection or co-infection of S99 cells with viruses expressing fusion proteins containing the GP64-stem and display of the GP64-stem fusions on BV.
FIG. 7 shows strategies for display of heterologous proteins on the surface of gp64null AcMNPV budded virions.
FIG. 8A shows a strategy for generating HA-GP64 fusions and insertion of chimeric HA constructs into the polyhedrin locus of a gp64null AcMNPV bacmid.
FIG. 8B shows Western blot analysis of BV preparations from viruses expressing HA-GP64 fusions and co-infection with a G-stem expressing virus.
FIG. 9 shows a schematic representation of FIV vector production.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

As noted above, baculoviruses such as AcMNPV containing a knockout in the gp64 gene are unable to produce virions efficiently in the absence of the GP64 protein and this represents a major obstacle to the use of gp64null viruses in research and biotechnology. The present invention provides a method to solve this and related problems.

The present invention provides methods for restoring efficient budding capability to GP64null baculoviruses including gp64null AcMNPV by expressing therein or otherwise providing a portion of the VSV G protein or a portion of GP64.

Other embodiments provide methods to express foreign proteins on virions. By choosing stem constructs of the invention and including appropriate heterologous proteins that confer cell-specific targeting and entry, the invention provides a means for production of gp64null baculovirus virions capable of cell-specific entry. The use of G-stem or GP64-stem constructs as identified here, as chimeric fusions with heterologous proteins also provides a means of targeting proteins to the virion membrane or envelope. In addition, the methods of the present invention provide a means for vaccine production wherein the expression of a heterologous protein on the surface of a baculovirus particle elicits a more robust immune response. Finally, the invention enables other diverse applications as are well known to those skilled in the art where expression of a membrane or other protein on viral particles is desirable.

Although the VSV G protein and the GP64 proteins are discussed herein, stem constructs derived from envelope glycoproteins of other baculoviruses or other members of the Rhabdovirus or other families of negative-sense RNA viruses are also within the spirit of the present invention.

It was not obvious that VSV G-stem polypeptides would provide a solution to problems encountered with gp64null baculovirus budding. Indeed, several factors suggested that a VSV G-stem would not be compatible with baculoviruses. These factors include: baculoviruses (large DNA viruses with genomes of 100+ genes that replicate in the nucleus) are completely unrelated to rhabdoviruses like VSV (negative stranded RNA viruses with small genomes of only 5 open reading frames (ORFs) that replicate in the cytoplasm). In addition, VSV proteins bear no obvious amino acid sequence similarity to those of Baculoviruses and the virion structure of the two viruses appears to have little in common beyond
superficial features of enveloped viruses. Despite these considerations, expression of G-stem constructs during infection by a gp64null baculovirus according to the methods of the present invention resulted in the efficient production of virions and thus rescued the severe budding defect observed in the gp64null virus.

In one embodiment of the invention, a truncated VSV G gene construct (referred to generically herein as G-stem constructs) was created and the gene was inserted into the AcMNPV baculovirus genome under the control of the baculovirus AcMNPV gp64 promoter. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, such VSV G gene constructs included an AcMNPV gene promoter and signal peptide, an epitope tag, and an N-terminally truncated VSV G gene fragment. An exemplary VSV G gene construct of the invention includes the AcMNPV gp64 promoter and signal peptide, a cMyc epitope tag (at the N-terminus of the mature protein), 42 amino acids from the VSV G ectodomain (positions 421 to 463), plus the predicted transmembrane (TM) and the cytoplasmic tail (CTD) domains of VSV G.

This G-stem construct was inserted into an AcMNPV bacmid containing a gp64 deletion, using a method described in Lung et al., 2002. J. Virol. 76, pages 5729-5736, herein incorporated by reference. Construction of the baculovirus bacmid is summarized in FIGS. 1A and 1B. FIG. 1A shows a strategy for generation of a gp64-null AcMNPV bacmid by homologous recombination in E. coli. The gp64 locus of the AcMNPV bacmid (BMON14272) is shown above a fragment that was used as a transfer vector to replace the gp64 locus with a chloramphenicol resistance gene (cat). Sequences included for homologous recombination (107325 to 108039 and 109761 to 110249) are shown.

FIG. 1B shows a strategy for insertion of a VSV G-stem construct into the polyhedrin locus of the gp64null AcMNPV bacmid. The cassette inserted into the gp64null bacmid includes a p6.9 promoter-GUS reporter plus sequences encoding a truncated VSV G protein (VSV G-stem) under the control of a gp64 promoter (64p). The VSV G-stem construct encodes the gp64 signal peptide, followed by a cMyc tag and a truncated version of the VSV G protein that encodes 42 amino acids of the C-terminal portion of the VSV G ectodomain, plus the transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic tail domains (CTD) of VSV G. Numbers above the cMyc-G-stem cassette (421-511) indicate amino acid sequence numbers from the VSV G protein. G-stem fusion protein gene cassettes were inserted into the polyhedrin locus of a gp64null AcMNPV bacmid by Tn7-based transposition.

The resulting bacmid was used to generate a virus, designated vAcG-GStem, by transfecting the bacmid into a stable cell line that constitutively expresses a wild type GP64 protein. One such cell line suitable for the invention is known as Sf9GP64TS. The strategy for propagation of the virus is summarized in FIG. 2.

FIG. 2 shows a strategy for rescuing virion production by gp64null baculovirus infected cells under several conditions. The diagram shows strategies for producing budded virions from gp64null viruses, using either a cell line (Sf9GP64TS) or a VSV G-stem construct. More specifically, a baculovirus genome contains a deleted gp64 gene (gp64 knockout, vAcGTS), and that baculovirus can be propagated in a stable cell line expressing OpMNPV GP64. When the GP64 null virus infects Sf9-Op1D, the cell line expressing OpMNPV GP64, the virus without the gp64 gene can bud and propagate, thus resulting in budding of a gp64null virus with OpMNPV GP64. When the GP64 null virus infects Sf9 cells, the virus can enter the cells and partially replicate, but virion budding is defective, and results in only about 2-5% budded virions lacking GP64.

Alternatively, a gene encoding the "stem" region of the VSV G protein is inserted into the viral genome containing the gp64 knockout (vAcG-GStem), and then propagated in the cell line expressing OpMNPV GP64. When the GP64null/G-Stem+ virus is then used to infect Sf9 cells, virion budding is restored, resulting in budded virions displaying the VSV G stem.

To determine if a G-Stem had an effect on virion budding, an AcMNPV budding assay was performed. Sf9 cells were infected with control or G-Stem expressing gp64null viruses (previously generated and titered in Sf9GP64TS cells). Next, progeny virions were metabolically labeled with 35S-methionine. Supernatants containing labeled progeny virions were collected and virions were purified by pelleting through 25% sucrose. In this budding assay, budded virions were isolated from the supernatant and only progeny virions are labeled. Progeny virions were isolated in this manner from Sf9 cells infected with viruses vAcG64K (a gp64null virus), vAcG64K-Ac64TS (a gp64null virus that was repaired by reinserting a gp64 gene), and vAcG-Stem (a gp64null virus that expressed a G-Stem construct).

FIGS. 3A-3E shows Western blot analyses of purified virions produced by gp64null baculovirus under several conditions. The Western blot analyses using both anti-cMyc and anti-VSV G antibodies show G-Stem protein in purified budded virions from the cells infected with the vAcG/G-stem virus.

The Western blot was challenged with an anti-cMyc antibody and analyzed (FIG. 3A), then the same blot was challenged with an anti-VP39 antibody and analyzed again (FIG. 3B). In addition, the same blot was imaged on a PhosphorImager™ screen (FIG. 3C) to detect labeled virion proteins. Because VP39 (the major capsid protein) is highly abundant in virions and the quantity of VP39 per virion appears to be constant, the VP39 protein in virion preparations is typically used as an indicator of relative virion quantity. FIG. 3D shows a Western blot challenged with anti-VSV G and FIG. 3E shows a Western blot challenged with anti-VSV G and anti-VP39. Lane 1 of FIGS. 3A-3E: and FIGS. 4A-4B shows budded virions purified from Sf9 cells infected with vAcG64K-Ac64TS. Lane 2 shows budded virions purified from Sf9 cells infected with vAcG64K and lane 3 shows budded virions purified from Sf9 cells infected with vAcG-Stem. The open circles in these figures indicate the position of the major capsid protein, VP39, of AcMNPV and arrowheads indicate the positions of the cMyc-tagged G-stem protein, as detected by the respective antibodies. Purified virions were examined by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting.

FIG. 4A shows a quantitative comparison of budded virion (BV) production from Sf9 cells infected with several baculoviruses: vAcG64K-Ac64TS, vAcG64K and vAcG/Stem. More specifically, FIG. 4A shows a Phosphorimager™ analysis of purified labeled virions. Sf9 cells were infected with each virus, labeled with 35S-Methionine, and progeny virions were isolated from infected cell supernatants by centrifugation of the supernatant through a sucrose cushion, followed by separation of virions on equilibrium sucrose density gradients. Virions derived from equivalent amounts of infected cell cultures supernatants were loaded onto SDS-PAGE gels and examined by phosphorimager™ analysis of labeled virion proteins.

Quantitative comparisons of 35S-Methionine labeled VP39 bands from budded virion preparations derived from equivalent quantities of cell supernatants indicated that virion production in the gp64null virus expressing a G-stem construct
(virus vAc/G-Stem) was approximately 2.27 times higher than that of the virus expressing wild type GP64, and about 11 times higher than that detected from the gp64null virus (Figs. 4A-4B). Fig. 4A is one representative example from among 3 sets of independently labeled budded virion profiles and the graph in FIG. 4B was generated with data from three independently labeled viral profiles. FIG. 4B shows quantitative comparisons of the VP39 protein band from various preparations as shown in Fig. 4A. Quantification data represent averages and standard deviations derived from three independently labeled BV preparations.

These data show that expression of a VSV G-Stem construct in the context of a gp64null baculovirus resulted in the rescue of the severe budding defect caused by the absence of the GP64 protein. Indeed, preliminary measurements suggest that budding stimulated by a G-stem construct may even exceed that from a virus expressing the wild-type GP64 protein. Thus, using the methods of the present invention, budded virions that contain no native GP64 protein can be efficiently generated. It is further possible to produce virions that express foreign proteins in the absence of a native GP64 protein using these methods. Such virions have important applications in biotechnology, including applications in vaccine development and gene therapy.

In another embodiment, expression of the G-stem construct under a stronger promoter such as the AcMNPV polyhedrin or p10 promoter may result in even higher levels of GP64null virion production. A similar system is applicable to related baculoviruses that carry an F protein and no GP64 protein, in the following manner. The F gene is deleted from the genome of a virus such as a group I NPV or GV, by methods similar to those used for deleting the gp64 gene from AcMNPV, using a cell line engineered to express the F protein or a suitable homolog. Budding by the resulting F-null virus is then rescued by providing a G-stem construct, a GP64-stem construct, or a similar portion of the F protein. Additionally, heterologous peptides or proteins may be displayed by generating fusions with the stem region of the homologous F protein. Alternatively, heterologous proteins (GP64, VSV G, etc.) could be used as a source for the stem regions that are used for generating fusions and targeting the proteins to the virion.

Several embodiments using methods of the present invention to express foreign proteins on the surface of gp64null AcMNPV virions are disclosed herein. A first embodiment includes expression of one or more native membrane or envelope proteins in combination with a G-stem construct in gp64null virus infected cells. A second embodiment of the invention includes expression of protein fusions containing all or a portion of the ectodomain of a foreign protein fused to a G-stem construct. A third embodiment of the invention includes the expression of protein fusions containing all or a portion of the ectodomain of a foreign protein fused to a portion of the GP64 protein including the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of GP64. A fourth embodiment uses one or more portions of other baculovirus virion membrane proteins (for instance Ac23 or F proteins from other baculoviruses) as the “stem” region for fusions with one or more foreign proteins. In the second and third embodiments above, a G-stem construct alone could be expressed separately to provide the budding function. Alternatively in other preferred embodiments, foreign proteins fused to a G-stem provide sufficient rescue of budding in the absence of a separately expressed G-stem construct.

As examples of the embodiments described above, a series of G-stem fusion constructs was generated. A G-stem as described previously was fused to the C-terminus of either the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) or various portions of the GP64 ectodomain. These G-stem fusion constructs were then inserted into a gp64null baculovirus. The strategy for generating these constructs is outlined in FIG. 5A. FIG. 5A shows a strategy for insertion of VSV G-Stem fusion protein gene constructs into the polyhedrin locus of a gp64null AcMNPV bacmid. Constructs were generated to express peptides or proteins fused with a VSV G-Stem and under the control of the gp64 promoter (64pro). Peptides fused to the G-stem included the EGFP protein as well as portions of the AcMNPV GP64 protein. Peptides derived from the GP64 protein (designated 130, 152, 160, 166, and 175) were fused to the G-Stem fusion protein. The cassette inserted into the bacmid also included a p6.9 promoter-GUS reporter construct. Expression and analysis of G-Stem fusion proteins by Western blot analysis and immunofluorescence microscopy are illustrated in FIGS. 5I-5C. FIG. 5B shows representative G-stem fusion constructs and Western blot analyses of products from gp64null baculoviruses expressing each. Cell extracts or purified BV preparations derived from Sf9 cells infected with the gp64null viruses expressing G-stem fusion constructs were examined for protein expression using Western blot analysis with an anti-c-Myc antibody. All G-stem constructs contained a c-Myc epitope tag. Analysis of cell extracts shows that each G-stem construct was stably expressed in the infected cells, and analysis of purified BV shows that various G-stem constructs were targeted to and assembled into the BV. FIG. 5C shows fluorescence micrographs of cells infected with an EGFP-G-stem construct. Micrographs show fluorescence from infected cells at 24 and 48 hours post infection.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, G-stem polypeptides were fused to peptides of about 130 to 175 amino acids in length (derived from the GP64 ectodomain), or fused to EGFP, then cloned under the GP64 promoter and inserted into a gp64null AcMNPV virus genome. The resulting viruses were propagated in appropriate host cells such as Sf9 (Bom) cells then used to infect Sf9 cells. Expression of the fusion proteins was detected by Western blot analysis of cell extracts or purified BV using an anti-c-Myc antibody. All fusion constructs were expressed well in infected Sf9 cells (FIG. 5B, upper panel, lanes 2-7). Examination of cells infected with the virus containing the EGFP-G-stem fusion by immunofluorescence microscopy (FIG. 5C) further demonstrated expression of that construct in the infected cells. All G-stem fusions tested, except a fusion containing a 175 amino acid region from GP64, were detected in purified preparations of BV (FIG. 5B, lower panel). The G-stem construct alone (unfused) mediated robust budding (FIGS. 3A-3E and 4A-4B) and was found in abundance in the BV and at higher levels than that observed with the fusion constructs (FIG. 5B, lower panel; compare lane 1 to 2-7, arrow). Using the single c-Myc epitope present on each construct, these data show clear relative differences in detection of the different G-stem fusion constructs and confirm that most (all but one) of these fusion constructs were a) capable of mediating virion budding, and b) targeted to, and displayed on gp64null virions. Thus, because most of the G-stem fusion protein constructs evaluated were found in the purified virion preparations, these data show that this is a viable strategy for generating BV and displaying foreign proteins on AcMNPV gp64null virions.

In an example of those embodiments of the invention that include the expression of protein fusions containing all or a portion of the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of the GP64 protein, a series of baculoviruses that expressed proteins containing a GP64 "stem" domain and various portions of the GP64 ectodomain was generated. FIG. 6 shows an
overall strategy for mapping GP64 regions necessary for display of GP64 derived peptides on the BV. In one embodiment, a GP64 stem domain included amino acids 461-512; a total of 52 amino acids from the AcMNPV GP64 protein that included 22 residues from the predicted GP64 ectodomain, the 23 residues from the predicted GP64 transmembrane domain, and the 7 residue cytoplasmic tail domain. Various portions of the GP64 ectodomain were fused to the GP64 stem such that in the mature protein, the stem construct was fused to a cMyc epitope tag and either 36 (residues 21-58), 66 (residues 21-86), 138 (residues 21-158), or 274 (residues 21-294) amino acids from the N-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain. The strategy for generation of these constructs and their insertion into the baculovirus genome is illustrated in FIG. 6D. Note that dashed lines between boxes represent missing sequences.

The proteins expressing these constructs were amplified and titered in Sf9G4p125 cells. Each virus was then used to infect Sf9 cells either alone, or by co-infection with the virus expressing a VSV G-stem protein. Each construct was thus expressed either alone or in the presence of a VSV G-stem. Infected cells (FIG. 6E) were examined for expression of the various GP64-stem containing constructs and for expression of a G-stem protein. FIG. 6E shows Western blot analysis of cell extracts from cells infected with viruses expressing the G-stem construct or the GP64-stem fusions alone (FIG. 6E, left panel) or co-infections of viruses expressing the GP64-stem fusions and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (FIG. 6E, right panel). Small closed circles show the positions of the fusion proteins containing the GP64-stem, and open circles show the position of a control wild type GP64 protein containing an N-terminal cMyc epitope. An anti-cMyc monoclonal antibody was used to detect tagged proteins.

Virions from each infection were then purified and examined for the presence of the GP64-stem constructs, and for G-stem (FIG. 6F). FIG. 6F shows Western blot analysis of purified budded virions (BV) from cells infected with viruses expressing GP64-stem fusions (FIG. 6F, left panel) or co-infected with viruses expressing the GP64-stem fusions and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (FIG. 6F, right panel). Most constructs were readily detected in BV alone (FIG. 6F, left panel) and the levels of GP64-stem fusions were substantially enhanced in BV that also contained G-stem (right panel; compare lanes 2, 3, and 5 between left and right panels). An anti-cMyc monoclonal antibody was used to detect tagged proteins.

The results illustrate that most constructs were expressed well in infected cells. In some cases, the G-stem construct was expressed at lower levels when the G-stem expressing virus was co-infected with the longer GP64-stem constructs (FIG. 6E, lanes 4-6). However, when purified virions were examined, G-stem protein was found in all virion preparations (FIG. 6F, right panel). In all co-infections except one, GP64-stem constructs were found in the purified virion preparations and the levels detected were in most cases substantially higher than that detected in the absence of a G-stem expressing virus (FIG. 6F, compare GP64 fusions in left and right panels). This indicates that a stem portion of GP64 can be used to target proteins to the virion, even when a G-stem construct is used to stimulate budding in the absence of wild type GP64.

There are at least two separate functions of GP64 that relate to its role in the budding and assembly of the BV. First, GP64 is required for efficient budding. The present invention determines that a very limited heterologous protein construct, a VSV-G stem, is capable of substituting for the budding function of GP64. The second functional domain of interest is the “targeting domain” that targets the GP64 protein for inclusion in the assembled virion.

To identify this BV targeting domain, a G-stem was used to provide the budding function and a series of deletion constructs were generated to map the targeting function. Using a gp64null AcMNPV virus that expresses a G-stem from VSV, a series of GP64 constructs that contained either N- or C-terminal truncations of the ectodomain (FIGS. 6A-6C) were inserted. FIG. 6A shows a strategy for constructing a series of cMyc tagged GP64 constructs that are truncated at the N-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain. Each construct contained the GP64 signal peptide, signal cleavage site, and a cMyc epitope tag. Various amounts of the mature N-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain are deleted from the constructs. Construct names are indicated on the right of each diagram.

FIG. 6B shows Western blot analysis of cell extracts from cells infected with gp64null viruses expressing the GP64 constructs shown in FIG. 6A (FIG. 6B, left panel) or co-infected with the viruses expressing the constructs from FIG. 6A and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (FIG. 6B, right panel). An anti-cMyc monoclonal antibody was used to detect tagged proteins. Small closed circles show the positions of the truncated GP64 constructs and open circles show the position of a control wild type GP64 protein containing an N-terminal cMyc epitope. Expression of each construct was detected in infected Sf9 cells. An arrowhead shows the position of the G-stem protein.

FIG. 6C shows Western blot analysis of purified budded virions from cells infected with viruses expressing the GP64 constructs shown in FIG. 6A (FIG. 6C, left panel) or co-infected with the viruses expressing the constructs from FIG. 6A and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (FIG. 6C, right panel). An anti-cMyc monoclonal antibody was used to detect tagged proteins. Only the full length GP64 construct (NtrA, 21-512) was readily detected in purified virions.

The predicted GP64 ectodomain is comprised of the predicted amino acids 21-482. Therefore, a series of gp64null viruses containing GP64 N-terminal deletions downstream of amino acid 21 (FIG. 6A) were generated. Four constructs were examined. These constructs were a control construct that contained no GP64 ectodomain deletion and three other constructs containing N-terminal deletions of 21-124, 21-270, and 21-376 amino acids, respectively. These constructs were all expressed well in infected Sf9 cells (FIG. 6B, Cell Extracts). When BV preparations (from Sf9 cells infected with each construct) were analyzed, the full length control GP64 construct was detected in abundance, indicating robust BV production and inclusion of the GP64 construct in the BV (FIG. 6C, left panel, lane 4). However, when the above N-terminally truncated GP64 constructs were examined in a similar manner, no GP64 or BV was detected (FIG. 6C, left panel, lanes 1-3). In addition, when Sf9 cells were co-infected with a) each gp64null virus expressing an N-terminally truncated GP64 construct, and b) the gp64null virus expressing the G-stem construct, only the full length GP64 construct was detected in the BV preparations (FIG. 6C, right panel, lane 4 vs. lanes 1-3, open circle). Substantial BV production was detected in each experiment that included co-infection with the gp64null virus expressing a G-stem construct, as determined by the detection of the G-stem construct in all BV preparations (FIG. 6C, right panel, arrowhead). Thus, the targeting signal appears to have been removed in all the GP64 N-terminal truncation constructs. This indicates that an important component of the targeting signal in the native GP64 protein is located within amino acids 21-125.
Use of the GP64-stem region to target proteins to the virion requires two portions of the GP64 ectodomain. When the N-terminal portion of the ectodomain was deleted, and several constructs were examined for virion production and GP64 targeting to BV (FIGS. 6A-6C), it was found that GP64 constructs that did not contain the N-terminal approximately 104 amino acids from mature GP64, were not capable of generating detectable BV (FIG. 6C, left panel) and did not target to the BV generated from G-stem mediated BV production (FIG. 6C, right panel). Thus, combined with the data from C-terminal deletion constructs (FIGS. 6D-6F), these data show that virion targeting by GP64 requires a portion of the N-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain (approximately <38 amino acids) plus the C-terminal GP64-stem described above.

FIG. 6C shows a diagrammatic representation of strategies that may be used for infection or co-infection of S99 cells with viruses expressing fusion proteins containing the GP64-stem and display of the GP64-stem fusions on BV. The virions on the left in this figure are originally produced in S99 cells as indicated. When a gp64null virus that expresses either the GP64-stem or a GP64-stem fusion is used to infect S99 cells, virion budding is partially restored. Infection of S99 cells with a gp64null virus and expression of VSV G-stem results in full restoration of budding. In fact, the budding is robust and results in budding virions containing VSV G stem. Co-infection with a gp64null virus expressing VSV G-stem and a gp64null virus expressing a GP64-stem fusion optimizes virion budding and display such that virion budding is robust and GP64-stem fusions are displayed on the budded virion envelope.

Thus, in yet another embodiment of the present invention, a heterologous gene or peptide is inserted into a construct, between a small portion of the N-terminus of GP64 (for example, approximately 38 amino acids of the ectodomain), and a GP64-stem (the GP64 ecto-TM-CTD construct). As an example, this construct may include: 58 amino acids from the N-terminus of GP64 (the signal peptide and 38 amino acids of the ectodomain), the heterologous protein or peptide, a small portion of the C-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain (such as the 22 amino acids included in the GP64 stem constructs described in the studies included here) plus the GP64™ and CTD. The N-terminal 58 amino acids of GP64 combined with a GP64-stem could thereby rescue budding in the gp64null baculovirus.

Using small heterologous proteins or peptides in another embodiment may be particularly useful for surface display with higher budding efficiency, using only the above GP64-derived construction and in the absence of wild type GP64 or a G-stem.

Targeting of proteins or peptides to budded baculovirus virions could also be accomplished by fusing the heterologous peptide or protein for display, onto a stem region derived from a baculovirus F protein, such as Ac23, SeF, or LdF. A suitable protein would comprise a) an N-terminal signal peptide and the signal peptide cleavage site derived from either the heterologous protein, a baculovirus protein such as GP64, or from a baculovirus F protein, b) all or a portion of the ectodomain of the heterologous peptide or protein for display, c) a moderate or small portion of the F protein ectodomain, and d) the transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic tail domains of the F protein. Because F proteins such as Op21, Ac23, SeF, and LdF have been shown to be present in the budded virions of OpmNPV, AcmNPV, SeMNPV, and LdMNPV, respectively, portions of these F proteins or others may be used to target heterologous proteins to the virion.

FIG. 7 shows strategies for display of heterologous proteins on the surface of gp64null AcMNPV budded virions, as either native proteins, as fusion proteins with the VSV G-stem, or as fusion proteins with a portion of the GP64 protein (GP64-stem). This figure shows that baculovirus genomes with a deleted gp64 gene can be propagated as infectious viruses, using the cell line S99-OP10, which expresses the OpMNPV GP64 protein. As discussed above with respect to FIG. 2, a baculovirus genome contains a deleted gp64 gene (gp64 knockout, VAc°•) and those viruses can be propagated in the cell line expressing OpMNPV GP64. When the gp64 null virus infects S99Op11, the virus without the gp64 gene can bud and propagate, thus resulting in budding of a GP64null virus with OpMNPV GP64 protein derived from the cell line. A gene encoding the "stem" region of the VSV G protein may be inserted into the gp64 knockout (VAc/G-Stem) and that virus propagated in the cell line expressing OpMNPV GP64. When the gp64null+G-stem virus infects S99 cells, virion budding is restored, resulting in budded virions with VSV G stem. In another embodiment, both the gene encoding the "stem" region of the VSV G protein and a gene encoding an envelope or membrane protein are inserted into the gp64 knockout. When these viruses infect S99 cells, VSV G stem mediates efficient budding and the resulting virions carry both VSV-G stem and the new membrane or envelope protein. In yet another embodiment, both the gene encoding the "stem" region of the VSV G protein and a chimeric G-stem fusion are inserted into the gp64 knockout. When infected into S99 cells, the VSV G stem mediates efficient budding and the chimeric G-stem fusion is targeted to the virion membrane. In still another embodiment, both the gene encoding the VSV G stem and genes encoding a chimeric GP64 fusion protein are inserted into the gp64 knockout virus. When used to infect S99 cells, VSV G stem mediates efficient budding and the chimeric GP64 fusion is targeted to the virion membrane.

Recombinant baculoviruses expressing chimeric HA proteins were constructed as an example of baculovirus virion display of heterologous proteins. FIGS. 8A and 8B show enhanced targeting of HA fusions to AcMNPV BV and enhanced budding mediated by the G-stem construct. Chimeric HA-GP64 protein constructs were generated by fusing the HA ectodomain (18-528) with the GP64 signal peptide and various portions from the N-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain, and the GP64-stem region or the native HA TM and CTD domains. Constructs were expressed under the control of the gp64 promoter. Two chimeric HA-GP64 proteins each contained an N-terminal cMyc epitope tag and either 38 or 66 residues of the GP64 ectodomain (at the N-terminus), and a 91 amino acid GP64-stem sequence at the C-terminus (constructs 58-HA-TM-CTD and 86-HA-TM-CTD). Construct 58-HA-FL contains a cMyc epitope tag, 38 amino acids from the N-terminus of the GP64 ectodomain, and the HA ectodomain, TM, and CTD (residues 18-565).

FIG. 8B shows Western blot analysis of BV preparations. Purified BV preparations derived from cells infected with viruses expressing HA fusion proteins (lanes 7, 8 and 9) or co-infected with viruses expressing HA fusion proteins and a virus expressing the VSV G-stem construct (lanes 3, 4 and 5) were examined for the presence of envelope protein constructs using an anti-cMyc antibody (Purified BV, top panel) or an anti-HA antibody (Purified BV, α-HA, lower panel). VP39 from purified 35S-Methionine labeled progeny BV (Purified BV, middle panel, Labeled VP39) was detected by Phosphorimager™ analysis and used to more directly compare levels of progeny BV production. A control infection with only the virus expressing the cMyc tagged G-stem con-
with an anti-HA polyclonal antibody (FIG. 8B, Anti-HA). Co-infection of each of the HA-fusion constructs with a virus expressing the G-stem construct resulted in higher levels of detection of the HA-fusions, and in these constructs the G-stem was detected at lower levels. When expressed in the presence of the G-stem construct, two of the ectodomain fusions (58-HA(TM-CTD) and 86-HA(TM-CTD)) were detected at levels that appeared to be similar to the abundant expression of the G-stem construct alone. Although the HA construct that contained its own TM and CTD domains was expressed and detected on the purified BV, the levels were clearly lower than that of either construct containing the GP64 stem region (FIG. 8B, lane 5 versus lanes 3 and 4; lane 9 versus lanes 7 and 8). Relative differences in budded virion production were more directly observed by examining the relative levels of the major capsid protein (VP39) in purified labeled budded virion preparations (FIG. 8B, compare lane 5 versus lanes 3 and 4; lane 9 versus lanes 7 and 8). Thus, the combined use of G-stem stimulated budding and the GP64 targeting domain resulted in more efficient display of this heterologous protein on the AcMNPV BV. Most prior studies of virion display have utilized protein expression from the very strong polyhedrin or p10 promoter whereas the constructs generated in the present invention were generated with the native GP64 early/late promoter. Higher expression levels may lead to a higher abundance of the displayed protein on the cell surface after optimizing the budding and targeting as described herein.

By generating viruses that express chimeric influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) proteins containing the GP64 targeting domain and coexpressing those viruses with a virus expressing the G-stem construct, the present invention shows enhanced display of the HA protein on gp64null AcMNPV budded virions. The combined use of gp64null virions, VSV G-stem enhanced budding, and GP64 domains for targeting heterologous proteins to virions is useful for applications including, but not limited to, targeted transduction of mammalian cells and vaccine production.

Specific examples of methods used to practice the above-described embodiments of the invention are detailed below. Other methods, known by those skilled in the art, could alternatively be used without deviating from the spirit of the invention.

Construction of the gp64-null AcMNPV Bacmid

The gp64 gene of an AcMNPV bacmid (bMON14272; Invitrogen) was deleted from the AcMNPV genome by a modification of the method taught in Bideshi and Federici, J Gen Virol 81:1593-1599, 2000, herein incorporated by reference, as reported in Lung et al. Briefly, a chloramphenicol resistance gene (cat) cassette was amplified by PCR and cloned to generate plasmid pCh1R-CRI-blunt. The insert containing the cat cassette was excised from pCh1R-CRI-blunt and was used to replace the SpeI-BglIII fragment (containing the gp64 gene) in pAcEcoHIAsma, a plasmid containing the AcMNPV gp64 ORF and flanking sequences (13), resulting in generation of plasmid, pAcEcoHIAsma gp64 (Ch1R). An EcoRI and HindM fragment was excised and gel purified, then cotransformed with AcMNPV bacmid bMON14272. A colony resistant to kanamycin and chloramphenicol was selected and analyzed and named vAcEcoHIAsma. The virus vAcEcoHIAsma was propagated in S99(p15) cells which constitutively express the OpMNPV GP64 protein.

Donor Plasmids Containing G-Stem Fusion Protein Genes

To express a VSV G-Stem construct in the context of a gp64null AcMNPV virus, a donor plasmid construct designated pBFcMyc-G-Stem was generated. A truncated version of the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) G protein, containing
91 amino acids that included 42 amino acids of C-terminal ectodomain, plus the transmembrane (TM) and cytoplasmic terminal domains (CTD) (20 amino acids and 29 amino acids, respectively), was generated by PCR-mediated mutagenesis in the following manner. A forward primer with an EcoRI restriction site engineered into the 5' end (SEQ ID NO: 4), was used in combination with a reverse primer that contained an XbaI site (SEQ ID NO: 5) to amplify the "stem" portion of the VSV G gene from a wild type VSV G DNA template (pSMB141-VSV G) (11). Thus, EcoRI and XbaI restriction sites were engineered into the 5' and 3' ends, respectively, of the G-Stem PCR product. The PCR product was digested with EcoRI and XbaI, purified, and ligated into the EcoRI and XbaI sites of vector pDB-gp64sig-eMye, a pFastBac-derived plasmid containing the gp64 promoter, the signal peptide and cleavage site, followed by a cMye epitope tag and a cloning site (FIG. 1B). The resulting construct was named pFBcMycG-Stem. Thus, the truncated form of the VSV G gene that was cloned into vector pDB-gp64sig-eMye expresses a protein that contains an N-terminal cMyc epitope tag linked by a Phe residue to the truncated VSV G Protein.

Transpositions of inserts from donor plasmids into the gp64-null bacmid were initially detected by gentamycin resistance and blue-white screening according to the BAC-to-BAC manual (Invitrogen), and further confirmed by PCR analysis and by DNA sequencing. Cells stably expressing OpMNPV GP64 (cell line Sf9GP127) were transfected with each bacmid DNA and the resulting viruses were harvested from cell supernatants and titere on Sf9GP127 cells. The resulting virus was designated vAcG-Stem.

A series of plasmids was also constructed in which C-terminal truncations of GP64 or the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) coding region were cloned in frame between the cMyc epitope and the VSV G Stem domains (FIGS. 1B, 5A and 5B) of plasmid pFBcMycG-Stem. DNA fragments encoding C-terminally truncated portions of the GP64 open reading frame were PCR amplified from a wild type (wt) AcMNPV DNA template. A single forward primer with an EcoRI restriction site engineered into the 5' end (SEQ ID NO: 6; corresponding to a sequence 57 base pairs downstream of the gp64 start codon), was used in combination with a downstream primer specific for each truncation (see Table 1 and Table 2). Each downstream primer contained an EcoRI site engineered for in-frame insertion of the AcMNPV gp64 gene into vector pFBcMycG-Stem. Thus, EcoRI restriction sites were engineered into both 5' and 3' ends, of each PCR product. Each PCR product was digested with EcoRI, purified, and ligated into the EcoRI sites of vector pFBcMycG-Stem, to generate a truncated GP64 ORF fused in-frame at the N-terminus of the VSV G-Stem. Each construct was confirmed by PCR to confirm the correct orientation of the insertions and also by sequencing across the junctions. The resulting viruses were produced as described above and the viruses were designated: vAc/130-G-Stem, vAc/152-G-Stem, vAc/160-G-Stem, vAc/166-G-Stem, vAc/175-G-Stem and vAc/EGFP-G-Stem.

Constructs encoding N-terminal truncations of the GP64 ectodomain (see FIG. 6A) express proteins containing an N-terminal c-Myc epitope tag linked by a Phe residue to a portion of the GP64 ectodomain truncated at the N terminus of the mature GP64 protein. Analysis of Progeny Virion Production by 35S-methionine Labeling

Progeny virions from infections with viruses vAcA5-4-Gp64, vAcA5-64, or vAcG-Stem were labeled with 35S-methionine in the following manner: SD9 cells (1x10^6 cells) were plated in a 125 flask (Corning Inc.). After cells were allowed to attach for 1 hour, they were infected with recombinant viruses at an MOI of 10 for 1 hour. At 29 hours post infection, the cells were starved by incubation in 3 ml methionine-free Grace's medium (Invitrogen) for 1 hour, followed by addition of 35S-EasyTag Express protein labeling mix (1175.0 Ci/mmol, Perkin-Elmer) to a final concentration of 10 μCi/ml. At 37 hours post infection, unlabeled methionine was added to a final concentration of 10 mM and cells were incubated at 27° C, for an additional 48 hours. Supernatants were harvested and virions purified by pelleting through a 25% sucrose cushion at 100,000g for 90 minutes at 4° C. In a Beckman SW60 rotor. Virus pellets were resuspended in 300 μl Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS, pH 6.2).

Construction of Plasmids and Baculoviruses Encoding Constructs Containing a GP64-Stem Region

A series of plasmids encoding the C-terminal GP64 region (the GP64-stem region) and varying portions of the GP64 ectodomain, was generated by the following strategy: First, DNA fragments containing variable portions of the GP64 open reading frame were PCR amplified from a wild type (wt) AcMNPV DNA template. A forward primer with an EcoRI restriction site engineered into the 5' end (SEQ ID NO: 6; which included sequence immediately downstream of the gp64 signal peptide), was used in combination with a downstream primer specific for each truncation (see Table 1 and Table 2).

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer Type</th>
<th>Primer Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO: 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer Type</th>
<th>Primer Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse</td>
<td>SEQ ID NO: 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each downstream primer contained a KpnI site engineered for in-frame insertion of the AcMNPV gp64 gene into vector pFB-gp64sig-cmyc-TM-CTD, a pFastBac-derived plasmid containing the gp64 promoter, and sequence encoding the signal peptide and cleavage site, a cMyc tag and a cloning site, followed by 21 amino acids of GP64 C-terminal ectodomain, plus the GP64 transmembrane (TM) and GP64 cytoplasmic tail domains (CTD). Each PCR product was digested with EcoRI and KpnI and ligated into the EcoRI and KpnI sites of vector pFB-gp64sig-cmyc-TM-CTD, to generate a series of constructs each containing the GP64-stem and varying por-
tions of the GP64 ectodomain (FIG. 6). Thus, each construct expresses a protein that contains an N-terminal c-Myc tag, a portion of the mature N-terminal region of the GP64 protein, and the GP64-stem region. Each construct was confirmed by sequencing across the junctions. The resulting viruses were produced as described above and the viruses were designated: vAc/58-TM-CTD, vAc/86-TM-CTD, vAc/158-TM-CTD, and vAc/294-TM-CTD (FIG. 6B).

Co-Infections

For co-infection experiments, S9 cells (1×10^5 cells) seeded on each well of a 12-well plate were co-infected at a total MOI of 10 with the equal infectious units of the vAc/G-Stem virus plus one of the following viruses: vAc/58-TM-CTD, vAc/86-TM-CTD, vAc/158-TM-CTD, or vAc/294-TM-CTD. Progeny virions derived from co-infection experiments were purified and analyzed as described above. Viruses used for co-infections included the gp64null baculovirus, a control virus and those illustrated in FIGS. 6A, 6D and 8A.

Western Blot Analyses

Cell lysates were prepared by washing cultured cells with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and resuspending cells in NET buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% deoxycholate, 1% Nonidet P-40, 1 mM EDTA) to which a protease inhibitor cocktail (Complete; Roche Applied Science) was added according to the manufacturer's instructions. NET buffer (500 µl) was added to 1x10^6 cells and incubated for 30 minutes at 4°C, and then nuclei were removed by pelleting at 4°C for 10 minutes at 18,000g. Virus purification was performed as described above. For Western blot analysis, 10 µl of the cell lysate or purified viruses were mixed with 10 µl of 2x Laemmli buffer (125 mM Tris, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 5% 2-mercaptoethanol, 10% glycerol, 0.001% bromophenol blue, pH 6.8) and heated to 100°C for 5 minutes prior to SDS-10% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Gels were blotted onto Immobilon P membranes (Millipore) and blocked overnight at 4°C in TBST (25 mM Tris, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20, 5% powdered milk). Blots were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with the following primary antibodies diluted in TBST: anti c-Myc MAb (from hybridoma supernatant) diluted 1:1000, anti-VP39 MAb diluted 1:1000, anti-HA (chicken polyclonal antisera) diluted 1:100, or anti-VSV G (MAb PS54) diluted 1:10,000. After washing 3 times in TBST, blots were incubated with a secondary antibody consisting of a goat anti-mouse IgG-alkaline phosphatase conjugate (Promega) at a dilution of 1:10,000.

Western blots were processed as described in Blizard et al., 1992, J Virol. 66:6829-6835, herein incorporated by reference.

Fluorescence Microscopy

S9 cells (1×10^5 cells) seeded on 6-well-plate were infected at an MOI of 10 with vAcEGFP-v2-Stem virus expressing EGFP-G-Stem and incubated for 24 and 48 hours. Epifluorescence microscopy was performed with an inverted IX70 microscope (Olympus).

For laboratory and clinical gene therapy applications, it is important to produce retroviral vectors of sufficient titer (number of transducing units/unit volume). In general, the higher the titer, the better, as this impacts all costs of production and purification. In comparing the efficiency at which various envelope glycoproteins will pseudotype retroviral vectors, it is apparent that some work better than others. However, envelope proteins from different virus families may have advantageous advantages for specific cell or tissue applications. New technologies that can increase the titer of retroviral vectors are of great interest to basic science labs, biotechnol-

The present invention preferably includes a four-plasmid expression system designed for the production of retroviral particles by transient transfection. In an example of an embodiment of the present invention, the system includes a FIV packaging construct, a transgene construct, an envelope construct, and the G-stem construct. Other and/or additional vectors could alternatively be used to deliver the genes encoding the necessary products for retroviral production discussed herein.

In the example shown in FIG. 9, each of the constructs preferably uses a cytomegalovirus (CMV) immediate early gene promoter. The packaging construct shown in the figure is a FIV packaging construct that includes the matrix (MA), the capsid (CA), the nucleocapsid (NC), protease (Pro), reverse transcriptase (RT), integrase (IN) and rev. Rev enables expression of late genes encoded by unspliced or singly spliced mRNAs containing the Rev-responsive element (RRE), which is located on the transgene construct in this vector system. The woodchuck hepatitis virus post transcriptional regulatory element (pWRE) is also shown. In a preferred embodiment, β-gal is used as the gene of interest in the transgene construct. The FIV packaging signal (π) is located on the transgene construct between the first 5’ LTR and the Rous Sarcoma Virus (RSV) promoter. In another preferred embodiment, the Gp64 envelope is used as the envelope in the envelope construct. The G-stem construct includes a Gp64 signal peptide (Gp64 SP, SEQ ID NO: 18). A cMyc epitope tag (cMyc epitope; SEQ ID NO: 19), 42 amino acids of the VSV-G ectodomain (42 aa of ED; SEQ ID NO: 20), a VSV-G G-transmembrane domain (TMD; SEQ ID NO: 21), and a Gp64 C-terminal domain (CTD; SEQ ID NO: 22).

Coexpressing the G stem construct with Gp64 and the feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) vector increases the titer of FIV viral particles. As defined herein, the titer is the number of functional viral particles/unit volume. The titers are shown in Transducing Units/millilitre (TU/ml). The increase of titer in the cells coinfected with the G-stem construct ranged from 0.5 to 1 log, as shown in Table 3. Three sets of results, based on experiments done on three separate days, are shown in Table 3. The numbers in parentheses refer to the amount of G stem DNA transfected into 293 cells.

While the example shown above is for FIV and the Gp64 envelope, use of the methods and constructs herein could alternatively be used to enhance the titer of other retroviral vectors. Some examples include, but are not limited to, murine leukemia virus (MV), human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), and equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV). In addition, other envelope proteins, for example the baculovirus F protein, or envelope proteins from lymphoctic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), orthomyxoviruses such as influenza viruses, paramyxoviruses, rabdoviruses, filoviruses, or Ross River virus (RRV), could be substituted for the Gp64 envelope without deviating from the spirit of the invention. Still other envelope proteins, from other retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses, rabdoviruses, bunyaviruses, paramyxoviruses, coronaviruses, togaviruses, arenaviruses, bornaviruses, flaviviruses, arteriviruses, poxviruses, other baculoviruses, polioviruses, ascoviruses, and narnaviruses could alternatively be used. Any combination of envelopes and viruses could be used. In addition, other genes of interest, including, but not limited to, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), Factor VIII, and a gene encoding short hairpin RNAi, could be used instead of β-gal.

The G stem construct restores wild type titer levels in AenMNPV with Gp64 deleted and thereby allows use of a broad range of envelope proteins for a wide range of potential cell-specific targets. Expressing the G stem with Gp64 in a retroviral vector increases the titer of the retrovirus. For example, in the FIV embodiment discussed above, the titer is increased 0.5-1.0 log, when compared to the wildtype FIV with Gp64. The present invention provides inexpensive ways to manufacture products coded in retroviral vectors. The present invention could be used as a laboratory tool for increasing viral production. In addition, the constructs discussed herein could be used as components of transduction vectors for human gene therapy.

Specific examples of methods used to practice the above-described embodiments of the invention are detailed below. Other methods, known by those skilled in the art, could alternatively be used without deviating from the spirit of the invention.

Lentiviral Vector Production:
HEK 293T cells were maintained in DMEM (#D6429; Sigma) containing 10% FBS (#12486023; Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (#MT30002CL; Mediatech). Transfection of one 150 mm plate was performed by calcium phosphate precipitation of 12.5 ng envelope plasmid (i.e. envelope construct Gp64 shown in FIG. 9A), 25 ng packaging plasmid (FIV packaging construct shown in FIG. 9A), and 37.5 ng transgene plasmid (i.e. nuclear targeted β-galactosidase, transgene construct shown in FIG. 9A), which is a 1:2:5 ratio. Improvements of viral titer were observed with the addition of the G-stem construct as a fourth plasmid (12.5-50 μg). The ratio of the envelope plasmid: packaging plasmid: transgene plasmid: G-stem construct varied from 1:2:3:1 to 1:2:3:4. Calcium phosphate precipitate was brought to a final volume of 15 ml per plate with serum free DME, and the transfection media was incubated with the cells for four hours. Media was then changed to 10% FBS DMEM and cell supernatant is collected at 24, 36, and 48 hours post transfection. At the 24 and 36-hour time points, fresh media was supplied to the cells. All supernatants were filtered through a 0.45 μm bottle top filter (#297-4545, Nalgene) followed by a 0.2 μm (#297-4520, Nalgene) filter and stored at –80°C for later concentration and purification.

Vector Titration:
One day prior to titrating the FIV vector, 6 well plates were seeded with 5x10^5 HT1080 cells per well in DMEM with 2% FBS, 1% pen/strep, and 4 μg/ml of Polybrene. Dilution tubes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Titer Results #1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer without G Stem but with Gp64 envelope (12.5 μg): 1.7 x 10^8 TU/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer with G Stem and with Gp64 envelope (12.5 μg G Stem): 3.29 x 10^9 (12.5 μg G stem): 3.39 x 10^9 (25 μg G stem): 3.12 x 10^9 (50 μg G stem): TU/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer Results #2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer without G stem but not done (historically runs around 1 x 10^8 TU/ml)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer with G stem and Gp64 envelope (12.5 μg): 4.8 x 10^9 (12.5 μg G stem): 5.1 x 10^9 (25 μg G stem): 6.6 x 10^9 (50 μg G stem): TU/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer Results #3:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer with G stem (12.5 μg) and no Gp64 envelope: 1.6 x 10^8 TU/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer without G stem but with Gp64 envelope (12.5 μg): 6 x 10^8 TU/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titer with G stem (25 μg) and Gp64 envelope (12.5 μg): 3 x 10^8 TU/ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The G stem construct restores wild type titer levels in AenMNPV with Gp64 deleted and thereby allows use of a broad range of envelope proteins for a wide range of potential cell-specific targets. Expressing the G stem with Gp64 in a retroviral vector increases the titer of the retrovirus. For example, in the FIV embodiment discussed above, the titer is increased 0.5-1.0 log, when compared to the wildtype FIV with Gp64. The present invention provides inexpensive ways to manufacture products coded in retroviral vectors. The present invention could be used as a laboratory tool for increasing viral production. In addition, the constructs discussed herein could be used as components of transduction vectors for human gene therapy.

Specific examples of methods used to practice the above-described embodiments of the invention are detailed below. Other methods, known by those skilled in the art, could alternatively be used without deviating from the spirit of the invention.

Lentiviral Vector Production:
HEK 293T cells were maintained in DMEM (#D6429; Sigma) containing 10% FBS (#12486023; Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (#MT30002CL; Mediatech). Transfection of one 150 mm plate was performed by calcium phosphate precipitation of 12.5 ng envelope plasmid (i.e. envelope construct Gp64 shown in FIG. 9A), 25 ng packaging plasmid (FIV packaging construct shown in FIG. 9A), and 37.5 ng transgene plasmid (i.e. nuclear targeted β-galactosidase, transgene construct shown in FIG. 9A), which is a 1:2:5 ratio. Improvements of viral titer were observed with the addition of the G-stem construct as a fourth plasmid (12.5-50 μg). The ratio of the envelope plasmid: packaging plasmid: transgene plasmid: G-stem construct varied from 1:2:3:1 to 1:2:3:4. Calcium phosphate precipitate was brought to a final volume of 15 ml per plate with serum free DME, and the transfection media was incubated with the cells for four hours. Media was then changed to 10% FBS DMEM and cell supernatant is collected at 24, 36, and 48 hours post transfection. At the 24 and 36-hour time points, fresh media was supplied to the cells. All supernatants were filtered through a 0.45 μm bottle top filter (#297-4545, Nalgene) followed by a 0.2 μm (#297-4520, Nalgene) filter and stored at –80°C for later concentration and purification.

Vector Titration:
One day prior to titrating the FIV vector, 6 well plates were seeded with 5x10^5 HT1080 cells per well in DMEM with 2% FBS, 1% pen/strep, and 4 μg/ml of Polybrene. Dilution tubes
contain 1.485 ml of media in the first tube and 1.35 ml each of 5 additional tubes. Fifteen microliters of concentrated vector was added to the first tube and gently vortexed. This became the 100-fold dilution. One-hundred fifty microliters from the first tube was added to the second tube and gently vortexed. This became the 1000-fold dilution. Dilutions are continued up to the 10⁴-fold dilution. Cell culture media was replaced with 1 ml of diluted vector. Vectors expressing nuclear targeted β-galactosidase were X-gal stained and read 3-5 days post infection.

It will be apparent that permutations of the methods and strategies outlined above may be useful to rescue budding from GP64-protein-null baculoviruses or to enhance virion production for pseudotyped retroviruses. It will also be apparent that permutations of the disclosed G-stem compositions and constructs thereof are possible. Using methods disclosed herein one may perform experiments to determine precise quantitative differences in virion budding or retrovirus production when constructs containing different VSV G protein fragments are expressed in a baculovirus (or otherwise provided) and thereby identify alternate G-stem compositions and constructs suitable for the invention. The use of G-stem or GP64-stem constructs as chimeric fusions with heterologous proteins to target proteins to the virion membrane or envelope could be used separately or in combination with any of the enhanced budding embodiments or retrovirus production embodiments disclosed herein. Accordingly, it is to be understood that the embodiments of the invention herein described are merely illustrative of the application of the principles of the invention. Reference herein to details of the illustrated embodiments is not intended to limit the scope of the claims, which themselves recite those features regarded as essential to the invention.
<400> SEQUENCE: 5

aatctagatt actttcacaag tcggttcatc tctat

<210> SEQ ID NO 6
<211> LENGTH: 26
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 6

aagaattcgc ggagcactgc aacgcg

<210> SEQ ID NO 7
<211> LENGTH: 28
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 7

aagaattcgc gaaacacagt gcgcgtgt

<210> SEQ ID NO 8
<211> LENGTH: 32
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 8

aagaattcgt gattggtatt ctgcgcgttc ac

<210> SEQ ID NO 9
<211> LENGTH: 27
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 9

aagaatttcg tgtgtaacgt gtgggtgc

<210> SEQ ID NO 10
<211> LENGTH: 26
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 10

aagaattccaa tcggcactcg ccaacga

<210> SEQ ID NO 11
<211> LENGTH: 33
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 11

aagaattcga gcctgctgta catttccaa gtg

<210> SEQ ID NO 12
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 12

aagaattctg gagcaaggcc gagggagctgt
30

<210> SEQ ID NO 13
<211> LENGTH: 37
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 13

aagaatctct tgtagagcc tgcacagctcg tcctagc
37

<210> SEQ ID NO 14
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 14

gcgtatcgc ttcacagat ggtgatttc
29

<210> SEQ ID NO 15
<211> LENGTH: 27
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 15

gcgtatcgc tgtgttggg atccagc
27

<210> SEQ ID NO 16
<211> LENGTH: 29
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 16

gcgtaccta cctggcactc tgcgtgtc
29

<210> SEQ ID NO 17
<211> LENGTH: 26
<212> TYPE: DNA
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Primer

<400> SEQUENCE: 17

gcgtacttc cctctgtgta ctgggc
26

<210> SEQ ID NO 18
<211> LENGTH: 23
<212> TYPE: PRT
<213> ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
<220> FEATURE:
<223> OTHER INFORMATION: Synthetic

<400> SEQUENCE: 18
What is claimed is:

1. A method of producing a plurality of viral particles of a retrovirus, comprising the step of delivering a retroviral packaging plasmid, a transgene plasmid, an envelope protein stem construct and an envelope plasmid into a system capable of producing viral particles, wherein the envelope protein stem construct comprises a Rhabdovirus glycoprotein stem construct and wherein the method results in an increased titer compared to delivering the retroviral packaging plasmid, the transgene plasmid, and the envelope plasmid without the envelope protein stem construct.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the Rhabdovirus glycoprotein stem construct is a Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct comprises amino acid sequences from each of: a C-terminal portion of an ectodomain; a predicted transmembrane domain; and a predicted cytoplasmic domain.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the G stem construct comprises 42 amino acids from the C-terminal portion of the ectodomain; 20 amino acids from the predicted transmembrane domain; and 29 amino acids from the predicted cytoplasmic tail domain.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the envelope plasmid is selected from the group consisting of GP64; an F protein; an envelope protein from lymphoctic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV); an envelope protein from an influenza virus; an envelope protein from a paramyxovirus; an envelope protein from a rhabdovirus; an envelope protein from a filovirus; and an envelope protein from Ross River virus (RRV).

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the retrovirus is selected from the group consisting of feline immunodeficiency virus; murine leukemia virus (MLV); human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1); simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV); and equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV).

7. The method of claim 1, wherein a method of delivery is selected from the group consisting of:
   a) co-transfecting the retroviral packaging plasmid, the transgene plasmid, the envelope protein stem construct and the envelope plasmid;
   b) generating stable cell lines to express DNA, RNA, or protein from at least one of the retroviral packaging plasmid, the transgene plasmid, the envelope protein stem construct and the envelope plasmid;
   c) a combination of a) and b).

8. A method of producing a plurality of viral particles of a retrovirus, comprising the step of delivering a retroviral packaging plasmid, a transgene plasmid, a G-stem construct and an GP64 envelope plasmid into a system capable of producing viral particles, wherein the G-stem construct comprises a Rhabdovirus glycoprotein stem construct and wherein the method results in an increased titer compared to delivering the retroviral packaging plasmid, the transgene plasmid, and the envelope plasmid without the envelope protein stem construct.

9. The method of claim 10, wherein the envelope protein stem construct comprises a viral envelope protein stem construct that includes a transmembrane domain, a cytoplasmic domain and a truncated or abbreviated portion of a protein ectodomain.

10. The method of claim 11, wherein the Rhabdovirus glycoprotein stem construct is a Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct.

11. The method of claim 12, wherein the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct comprises amino acid sequences from each of: a C-terminal portion of an ectodomain; a predicted transmembrane domain; and a predicted cytoplasmic tail domain.

12. The method of claim 13, wherein the envelope protein stem construct comprises a viral envelope protein stem construct that includes a transmembrane domain, a cytoplasmic domain and a truncated or abbreviated portion of a protein ectodomain.

13. The method of claim 14, wherein the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct comprises amino acid sequences from each of: a C-terminal portion of an ectodomain; a predicted transmembrane domain; and a predicted cytoplasmic domain.

14. The method of claim 15, wherein the G stem construct comprises 42 amino acids from the C-terminal portion of the ectodomain; 20 amino acids from the predicted transmembrane domain; and 29 amino acids from the predicted cytoplasmic tail domain.

15. The method of claim 16, wherein the envelope plasmid is selected from the group consisting of GP64; an F protein; an envelope protein from lymphoctic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV); an envelope protein from an influenza virus; an envelope protein from a paramyxovirus; an envelope protein from a rhabdovirus; an envelope protein from a filovirus; and an envelope protein from Ross River virus (RRV).

16. The method of claim 17, wherein the envelope plasmid is selected from the group consisting of feline immunodeficiency virus; murine leukemia virus (MLV); human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1); simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV); and equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV).

17. The method of claim 18, wherein the retrovirus is selected from the group consisting of feline immunodeficiency virus; murine leukemia virus (MLV); human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1); simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV); and equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV).

18. The method of claim 19, wherein the envelope plasmid is an envelope protein from a family of viruses selected from the group consisting of retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses, rhabdoviruses, bunaviruses, paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, coronaviruses, togaviruses, arenaviruses, bornaviruses, flaviviruses, arteriviruses, poxviruses, baculoviruses, polydnaviruses, ascoviruses, and nimaviruses.

19. The method of claim 20, wherein a method of delivery is selected from the group consisting of:
   a) co-transfecting the retroviral packaging plasmid, the transgene plasmid, the envelope protein stem construct and the envelope plasmid;
   b) generating stable cell lines to express DNA, RNA, or protein from at least one of the retroviral packaging plasmid, the transgene plasmid, the envelope protein stem construct and the envelope plasmid; and
   c) a combination of a) and b).

20. The method of claim 1, wherein the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct comprises amino acids 421 to 511 of a Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G protein.

21. The method of claim 8, wherein the Rhabdovirus glycoprotein stem construct is a Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct.

22. The method of claim 11, wherein the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct comprises amino acids 421 to 511 of a Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G protein.

23. The method of claim 13, wherein the Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G-stem construct comprises amino acids 421 to 511 of a Vesicular Stomatitis Virus G protein.
It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

In the Claims

Claim 20 (Column 30, line 51): replace “claim ,” with “claim 2 ,”
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